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June 6, 1944: Nineteen boys from Bedford, Virginia -- population just 3,000 in 1944 -died in the first bloody minutes of D-Day. They were part of Company A of the 116th
Regiment of the 29th Division, and the first wave of American soldiers to hit the
beaches in Normandy. Later in the campaign, three more boys from this small Virginia
town died of gunshot wounds. Twenty-two sons of Bedford lost--it is a story one cannot
easily forget and one that the families of Bedford will never forget. The Bedford Boys is
the true and intimate story of these men and the friends and families they left behind.
Based on extensive interviews with survivors and relatives, as well as diaries and
letters, Kershaw's book focuses on several remarkable individuals and families to tell
one of the most poignant stories of World War II--the story of one small American town
that went to war and died on Omaha Beach.
Churchill's IcemanThe True Story of Geoffrey Pyke - Genius, Fugitive, SpyRandom
House
The chief drama critic of The New York Times shares a collection of three hundred of
his finest essays on the American theater, accompanied by the author's commentary,
reflections on the careers of notable figures, and a retrospective study of his reviews.
15,000 first printing.
Once a copper, always a copper. At least that’s how it seems for Brian ‘The Skull’
Murphy, long-retired but sought out by a trail of journalists and cops who regularly beat
a path to his door. Once known as Australia’s toughest cop, The Skull was both
charged with manslaughter (and acquitted), then awarded a Valour Award for bravery in
the line of duty. It is these two sides to the complex man that intrigue audiences to this
day. A non-drinking, Catholic family man, The Skull didn’t fit the 1950s police mould
and often found himself on the outer among his colleagues. Dodging crooks and
corruption on both sides of the thin blue line, The Skull carefully cultivated a reputation
for being a ‘mad bastard’. Over 40 men felt the sting of his bullets, and many more felt
the sting of his fists. But behind Australia’s toughest cop lay a personal secret of sexual
abuse which Murphy shares publicly for the first time, in the hope that it will help others.
This abuse formed the kind of police officer he later became — tough on the bad guys,
but fiercely protective towards victims. With today’s political correctness and strict rules
of conduct, there will never be another big personality copper like Brian ‘The Skull’
Murphy. This is his story.
This is the extraordinary story of Geoffrey Pyke, an inventor, war reporter, escaped
prisoner, campaigner, father, educator--and all-around misunderstood genius. In his
day, he was described as one of the world's great minds, to rank alongside Einstein, yet
he remains virtually unknown today. Pyke was an unlikely hero of both world wars and,
among many other things, is seen today as the father of the U.S. Special Forces. He
changed the landscape of British pre-school education, earned a fortune on the stock
market, wrote a bestseller and in 1942 convinced Winston Churchill to build an aircraft
carrier out of reinforced ice. He escaped from a German WWI prison camp, devised an
ingenious plan to help the Republicans in the Spanish Civil War, and launched a private
attempt to avert the outbreak of the Second World War by sending into Nazi Germany a
group of pollsters disguised as golfers. Despite his brilliance, Pyke ultimately could not
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find peace, committing suicide in 1948. Yet the full scope of his story remained secret
even after his death: in 2009, MI5 released a mass of material suggesting that Pyke
was in fact a senior official in the Soviet Comintern. In 1951 papers relating to Pyke
were found in the flat of "Cambridge Spy' Guy Burgess after his defection to Moscow.
MI5 had "watchers" follow Pyke through the bombed-out streets of London, his letters
were opened and listening devices picked up clues to his real identity. Convinced he
was a Soviet agent codenamed Professor P, MI5 helped to bring his career to an end. It
is only now, more than sixty years after his death, that Geoffrey Pyke's astonishing
story can be told in full. The Ingenious Mr. Pyke is a many-faceted account of this
enigmatic man’s genius, and reveals him as one of the great innovators of the last
century.
Ethel Livesey was quite a gal. An attractive young woman from a respectable middleclass family in Manchester, she had over 40 aliases, eight official marriages, four
children and five divorces. Her story stretches from industrial England to the French
Riviera, from Ireland to New York, Shanghai, New Zealand, the Isle of Man and across
Australia. Ethel claimed she was a cotton heiress, wartime nurse, casino hostess,
stowaway, artist, opera singer, gambler, spy, close friend of the King, air raid warden,
charity queen and even wife of Australian test cricketer Jack Fingleton. When her
career imploded (with the abandonment of her glittering society marriage in post-war
Sydney just two hours before the guests were due to arrive), the story of the Amazing
Mrs Livesey was blazoned across newspapers around the world. But what was fact and
what was fiction? With a prologue by Ethel Livesey's granddaughter, this extraordinary
and constantly surprising story of the woman who was possibly Australia's greatest
fraudster is told for the first time in rich and fascinating detail.
Meet the hardest men from a country where the streets are the most dangerous and the
gangsters and criminals are the scariest in Britain. These faces have seen it all: the
guns, the knives, the fights and the toughest prisons. This book will take you deep
inside the rough, mad, bad, drug-infested, cut-throat, back-stabbing world of the
Scottish prison system, bringing to light the last fifty years of infamous incidents that
have taken place behind bars in some of the highest security prisons. With a frightening
in-depth look at the most notorious prisons and institutions and the most daunting and
fearsome of inmates, this compulsive guide covers them all from murderers to armedrobbers, a female crime clan with a family feel to it and some of the most notorious
cases in Scottish criminal history.
In 1914, in the canefields of northern New South Wales, the young men couldn't wait to
set off for the adventure of war. The women coped as best as they could, raised the
children, lived in fear of being the next to receive an official telegram. They grieved their
dead, and came to learn that for returned men there are worse things than death in
combat. They bore more children to replace those lost in the First World War, and the
sons were just the right age to go off to the second. The Ghost at the Wedding is like no
other account of war, chronicling events from both sides - the horror of the battlefields
and the women who were left at home. Shirley Walker's depictions of those battles Gallipoli, the Western Front, the Kokoda Track - are grittily accurate, their
reverberations haunting. Written with the emotional power of a novel, here is a true
story whose sorrow is redeemed by astonishing beauty and strength of spirit.
Finalist for the Pulitzer Prize One of the Washington Post Book World's 10 Best Books of the
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Year One of Time's 10 Best Books of the Year USA Today's Nonfiction Book of the Year A
New York Times Notable Book The definitive account of the American military's tragic
experience in Iraq Fiasco is a masterful reckoning with the planning and execution of the
American military invasion and occupation of Iraq through mid-2006, now with a postscript on
recent developments. Ricks draws on the exclusive cooperation of an extraordinary number of
American personnel, including more than one hundred senior officers, and access to more
than 30,000 pages of official documents, many of them never before made public. Tragically, it
is an undeniable account—explosive, shocking, and authoritative—of unsurpassed tactical
success combined with unsurpassed strategic failure that indicts some of America's most
powerful and honored civilian and military leaders.
An award-winning historian plumbs the depths of Hitler and Stalin's vicious regimes, and
shows the extent to which they brutalized the world around them. Two 20th century tyrants
stand apart from all the rest in terms of their ruthlessness and the degree to which they
changed the world around them. Briefly allies during World War II, Adolph Hitler and Josef
Stalin then tried to exterminate each other in sweeping campaigns unlike anything the modern
world had ever seen, affecting soldiers and civilians alike. Millions of miles of Eastern Europe
were ruined in their fight to the death, millions of lives sacrificed. Laurence Rees has met more
people who had direct experience of working for Hitler and Stalin than any other historian.
Using their evidence he has pieced together a compelling comparative portrait of evil, in which
idealism is polluted by bloody pragmatism, and human suffering is used casually as a political
tool. It's a jaw-dropping description of two regimes stripped of moral anchors and doomed to
destroy each other, and those caught up in the vicious magnetism of their leadership.
A fascinating new look at a neglected side of Winston Churchill - his life as a professional
author - revealing how his most important literary work shaped his role as a world leader, and
the history of the Second World War
Soon to be a major motion picture starring Michael Shannon, Winona Ryder, with Ray Liotta
and Chris Evans He was smart, merciless, and deadly. And it took someone just as tough to
bring him down. A mob contract killer known as “The Iceman” for hiding a body in an icecream truck freezer, Richard Kuklinski boasted a personal body count of more than a hundred
victims. Using guns, knives, poison, ice picks, tire irons, baseball bats, and bombs, the family
man from New Jersey killed for fun, for money, to cover up his own crimes, and to satisfy his
inner rage. Law enforcement officials knew all about Kuklinski and had a list of his victims, but
couldn’t get near him—until undercover agent Dominick Polifrone posed as a mobster and
began a deadly game of cat and mouse. In this harrowing true-crime account, Anthony Bruno
delves into the mind of a cold-blooded killer, chronicling the Iceman’s grisly crimes and
probing the bizarre dynamics of Agent Polifrone’s dangerous liaison with him. For as Polifrone
carefully built up a case against Kuklinksi, he knew he was running out of time—because the
Iceman was planning to kill him too. “Bruno puts his writing talents to white-knuckle use with a
tight focus on a killer with no human feelings.”—Kirkus Reviews “Excellent . . . [re-creates] the
tension and stress Polifrone experienced in fulfilling his risky undercover
assignment.”—Publishers Weekly
In 1940, at the French port of Dunkirk, more than 300,000 trapped Allied troops were
dramatically rescued from destruction at the hands of Nazi Germany by an extraordinary
seaborne evacuation. The true history of the soldiers, sailors, airmen and civilians involved in
the nine-day skirmish has passed into legend. Now, in this gift edition, the story Winston
Churchill described as a 'miracle' is narrated by bestselling author Joshua Levine in its full,
sweeping context, including new interviews with veterans and survivors.
'A revelatory and wholly fascinating work of history. Superbly researched and written with
gripping fluency, this lost secret of World War II espionage finally has its expert chronicler.' WILLIAM BOYD 'Gripping and intoxicating, it unfolds like the best screenplay.'- NICHOLAS
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SHAKESPEARE 'This is excellent, surprising and timely. Henry is a proper talent.' - DAN
SNOW 'This is a fascinating and gripping book, and deserves to be a big hit on both sides of
the Atlantic.' - JOHN O'FARRELL 'In Hemming's sure hands, America's uncertain progress
towards direct engagement in the second world war becomes riveting history.' - SPECTATOR
'A galloping story that Henry Hemming tells with clarity and aplomb.' - NEW STATESMAN The
gripping story of a propaganda campaign like no other: the covert British operation to
manipulate American public opinion and bring the US into the Second World War. When
William Stephenson - "our man in New York" - arrived in the United States towards the end of
June 1940 with instructions from the head of MI6 to 'organise' American public opinion, Britain
was on the verge of defeat. Surveys showed that just 14% of the US population wanted to go
to war against Nazi Germany. But soon that began to change... Those campaigning against
America's entry into the war, such as legendary aviator Charles Lindbergh, talked of a Britishled plot to drag the US into the conflict. They feared that the British were somehow flooding the
American media with 'fake news', infiltrating pressure groups, rigging opinion polls and
meddling in US politics. These claims were shocking and wild: they were also true. That truth is
revealed here for the first time by bestselling author Henry Hemming, using hitherto private and
classified documents, including the diaries of his own grandparents, who were briefly part of
Stephenson's extraordinary influence campaign that was later described in the Washington
Post as 'arguably the most effective in history'. Stephenson - who saved the life of Hemming's
father - was a flawed maverick, full of contradictions, but one whose work changed the course
of the war, and whose story can now be told in full.
Mikhail born Kiev 1900, discovered his true identity when 10, but could never reveal this. After
surviving WWI, the Revolution, a rescue attempt of the Romanovs, refusal to shoot the
Emperor, was forced to escape Russia. Despite a secret identity, was tracked down and
suffered sabotage to businesses and family.
In 1941, Hitler's deadly Bismarck, the fastest battleship afloat, broke out into the Atlantic. Its
mission: to cut the lifeline of British shipping and win the war with one mighty blow. How the
Royal Navy tried to meet this threat and its desperate attempt to bring the giant Bismarck to
bay is the story C. S. Forester tells with mounting excitement and suspense.

More addictive and mind-blowing true tales from history, told by Giles Milton—one of
today’s most entertaining and accessible yet always intelligent and illuminating
historians In When Churchill Slaughtered Sheep and Stalin Robbed a Bank, the second
installment in his outrageously entertaining series, History’s Unknown Chapters, Giles
Milton shows his customary historical flair as he delves into the little-known stories from
history, like when Stalin was actually assassinated with poison by one of his inner
circle; the Russian scientist, dubbed the “Red Frankenstein,” who attempted to
produce a human-ape hybrid through ethically dubious means; the family who survived
thirty-eight days at sea with almost no water or supplies after their ship was destroyed
by a killer whale; or the plot that served as a template for 9/11 in which four Algerian
terrorists attempted to hijack a plane and fly it into the Eiffel Tower.
"Imagine it is the seventh century. As most of Europe continues its descent into a long
period of intellectually dormancy, a quiet yet powerful academic revolution is erupting in
another corner of the world. Over the next centuries, the geniuses of Muslim society will
thrust the boundaries of knowledge forward to such a degree that their innovations still
shape civilizations to this day. The staggering achievements of these men and women
influenced the development of modern mathematics, science, engineering, and
medicine. 1001 Inventions: The Enduring Legacy of Muslim Civilization sheds new light
on this golden era that was once lost to so many, and celebrates the heritage that we
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all share"--P. [4] of cover.
The astonishing story of the British spies who set out to draw America into World War II
As World War II raged into its second year, Britain sought a powerful ally to join its
cause-but the American public was sharply divided on the subject. Canadian-born MI6
officer William Stephenson, with his knowledge and influence in North America, was
chosen to change their minds by any means necessary. In this extraordinary tale of
foreign influence on American shores, Henry Hemming shows how Stephenson came
to New York--hiring Canadian staffers to keep his operations secret--and flooded the
American market with propaganda supporting Franklin Roosevelt and decrying Nazism.
His chief opponent was Charles Lindbergh, an insurgent populist who campaigned
under the slogan "America First" and had no interest in the war. This set up a shadow
duel between Lindbergh and Stephenson, each trying to turn public opinion his way,
with the lives of millions potentially on the line.
There is no reason why you should have heard of Geoffrey Pyke. After his suicide in
1948 he was described as one of the great geniuses of his time, to rank alongside
Einstein, yet he remains today, as The Times put it, 'one of the most original if
unrecognised figures' of the twentieth century. Inventor, escapee, campaigner, war
correspondent, Pyke was an unlikely hero of both world wars and is seen today as the
father of the U.S. Special Forces. He changed the landscape of British pre-school
education, earned a fortune on the stock market, wrote a bestseller and in 1942
convinced Churchill and Lord Mountbatten to build an aircraft carrier out of reinforced
ice. He gave birth to the Mass Observation movement, escaped from a German
concentration camp, devised an ingenious plan to get ambulances and microscopes to
the Spanish Republicans for free and launched a private attempt to avert the outbreak
of the Second World War by sending into Nazi Germany a group of pollsters disguised
as golfers. But there was another side to this man. Pyke, it seems, was a man with a
secret. In 2009 MI5 released a mass of material suggesting that Pyke was in fact a
senior official in the Soviet Comintern. In 1951 papers relating to Pyke were found in
the flat of 'Cambridge Spy' Guy Burgess after his defection to Moscow. MI5 had
'watchers' follow Pyke through the bombed-out streets of London, his letters were
opened and listening devices picked up clues to his real identity. Convinced he was a
Soviet agent codenamed 'Professor P', MI5 helped to bring his career to an end. It is
only now, more than sixty years after his death, that Geoffrey Pyke's astonishing story
can be told in full. Churchill's Iceman is a many-faceted account of this enigmatic man's
genius, and reveals him as one of the great innovators of the last century.
The fascinating, improbable true story of Maxwell Knight--the great MI5 spymaster and
inspiration for the James Bond character M. Maxwell Knight was perhaps the greatest
spymaster in history. He did more than anyone in his era to combat the rising threat of
fascism in Britain during World War II, in spite of his own history inside this movement.
He was also truly eccentric--a thrice-married jazz aficionado who kept a menagerie of
exotic pets--and almost totally unqualified for espionage. Yet he had a gift for turning
practically anyone into a fearless secret agent. Knight's work revolutionized British
intelligence, pioneering the use of female agents, among other accomplishments. In
telling Knight's remarkable story, Agent M also reveals for the first time in print the
names and stories of some of the men and women recruited by Knight, on behalf of
MI5, who were asked to infiltrate the country's most dangerous political organizations.
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Drawing on a vast array of original sources, Agent M reveals not only the story of one of
the world's greatest intelligence operators, but the sacrifices and courage required to
confront fascism during a nation's darkest time.
The magnificent new novel from the million-selling Booker Prize-winning author of The
White Tiger: one of the most eagerly anticipated literary novels of 2011--"a
kaleidoscopic portrait of a changing Mumbai." — Guardian (Best Books of 2011) Ask any
Bombaywallah about Vishram Society--Tower A of the Vishram Co-operative Housing
Society--and you will be told that it is unimpeachably pucca. Despite its location close to
the airport, under the flight path of 747s and bordered by slums, it has been pucca for
some fifty years. But Bombay has changed in half a century--not least its name--and
the world in which Tower A was first built is giving way to a new city; a Mumbai of
development and new money; of wealthy Indians returning with fortunes made abroad.
When real estate developer Dharmen Shah offers to buy out the residents of Vishram
Society, planning to use the site to build a luxury apartment complex, his offer is more
than generous. Initially, though, not everyone wants to leave; many of the residents
have lived in Vishram for years, and many of them are no longer young. But none can
benefit from the offer unless all agree to sell. As tensions rise among the once civil
neighbours, one by one those who oppose the offer give way to the majority, until only
one man stands in Shah's way: Masterji, a retired schoolteacher, once the most
respected man in the building. Shah is a dangerous man to refuse, but as the
demolition deadline looms, Masterji's neighbours--friends who have become enemies,
acquaintances turned co-conspirators--may stop at nothing to score their payday. A
suspense-filled story of money and power, luxury and deprivation, and a rich tapestry
peopled by unforgettable characters, not least of which is Bombay itself, Last Man in
Tower opens up the hearts and minds of the inhabitants of a great city--ordinary people
pushed to their limits in a place that knows none. This eBook edition includes a
Reading Group Guide.
It all began when I finally desired quiet time in God's presence. He, being my Lord and
Savior, gave me a need to hear encouragement and guidance from Him. Knowing I
belong to my God, Jesus died for my sins and I am filled with His Spirit, gave me peace
and confidence, but I felt there was more I needed. I longed to hear from Him. Was this
really possible? How would I know it was Him? I would enter my prayer time as usual,
with quiet meditation, praise and worship from my heart and lips. I'd then pick up my
prayer journal for personal prayers, petitions and intercession for others. In my spirit I
would, at times, receive words of affirmation during my prayer time, then when finished,
be guided to pick up my pen and begin to write. I not only realized that God was giving
me these words to write and encourage me with, but each one was always one page
long. After almost a year, I began to transfer them to my computer. As I did, I was also
given a title and a Scripture to go with each one. All I knew was this ability was
definitely God given to me for His purpose. Soon I was realizing it wasn't all for me, I
was prompted to share them, on occasion with others. This began a list of folks who
wanted to receive them on a regular basis. The list continued to grow; and God
continued to encourage me through others to write more, as He led me. What I thought
was God speaking to me only, in reality, He is able to speak to others through a
devotional simple folk like me put down on paper. I pray they will bless and encourage
all who read them, as they have been for me. May this book always be a reminder to us
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that God is speaking, are you listening?
Documents how a troubled young computer hacker seized control of a massive
international computer fraud network in 2006, tracing the efforts of FBI and Secret
Service agents as well as an undercover operator to locate and arrest him. Reprint.
The first ever true story told by an MI5 officer - an explosive, shocking and honest account
revealing never-before-seen detail into MI5's operation. 'I do it because it is all I know. I'm a
hunter of people and I'm damn good at it.' Recruited after the 7/7 attacks on London, Tom
quickly found himself immersed in the tense world of watching, following and infiltrating
networks of terrorists, spies and foreign agents. It was a job that took over his life and cost him
dear, taking him to the limit of physical and mental endurance. Filled with extraordinary
accounts of operations that saved countless lives, Soldier Spy is the only authentic account by
an ex-MI5 officer of the round-the-clock battle to keep this country safe. __________ 'Very well
written, gives a startling amount of operational detail, the biggest shock of all - MI5 agreed to
its publication' Sunday Times 'A blistering, visceral insight into life on the front line against
terror, revealed in remarkable detail' Daily Telegraph 'Startling, absolutely fascinating. A
footsoldier's account out on the street.' Radio 4 'Gripping. One of the most successful MI5
undercover surveillance officers of his time' Sun
A play about Winston Churchill, making an impassioned plea for an international convention to
outlaw the bombing of defenseless civilians.
After the defeat of France in May 1940, only one nation stood between Nazi Germany and total
domination of Europe – Britain. This is the gripping story of Winston Churchill’s wartime
government, an emergency coalition of Conservatives, Labour, Liberals and men of no party,
assembled to see Britain through the war. A chronicle not only of their successful efforts to
work together but also of quarrels, power plays, unexpected alliances and intrigue, it is an
account of the most important political narrative of our time. With a cast of characters featuring
some of the most famous names in twentieth-century British history, including Bevin, Attlee,
Chamberlain, Beaverbrook, Morrison, Eden, Cripps – and of course Winston Churchill – this
magisterial work provides a unique view of the inner machinations of Britain’s wartime cabinet.
Dispelling that the War Cabinet constituted an unbreakable 'band of brothers', award-winning
historian Jonathan Schneer reveals that this ensemble of political titans were in fact a ‘team of
rivals’ that included four Prime Ministers – past, present and future. Both illuminating and
engrossing, Ministers at War is the first work to draw upon original research to present a
previously unseen perspective of British politics during and after World War II. Schneer shows
us that just as the war had kept them together, the prospect of peace saw this supposedly
unbreakable band fall apart, thus providing a fascinating insight into the birth of the Welfare
State.
New York Times Bestseller: The “fascinating” true story of John Dale Cavaness, a muchadmired Illinois doctor—and the cold-blooded killer of his own son (The Washington Post).
Fusing the narrative power of an award-winning novelist and the detailed research of an
experienced investigator, author Darcy O’Brien unfolds the story of Dr. John Dale Cavaness,
the southern Illinois physician and surgeon charged with the murder of his son Sean in
December 1984. Outraged by the arrest of the skilled medical practitioner who selflessly
attended to their needs, the people of Little Egypt, as the natives call their region, rose to his
defense. But during the subsequent trial, a radically different, disquieting portrait of Dr.
Cavaness would emerge. Throughout the three decades that he enjoyed the admiration and
respect of his community, Cavaness was privately terrorizing his family, abusing his
employees, and making disastrous financial investments. As more and more grisly details of
the Cavaness case come to stark Midwestern light in O’Brien’s chilling account, so too does
the hidden gothic underside of rural America and its heritage of violence and blood. “A
meticulous account . . . An implicit indictment of a culture that condones and encourages
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violent behavior in men.” —The New York Times Book Review “A fascinating story, and Darcy
O’Brien does a great job of structuring it for suspense.” —The Washington Post
“Riveting.”—Publishers Weekly “A terrifying story of family violence and the community that
honored the perpetrator.” —Kirkus Reviews “Stunning material . . . Handled with justice and
fastidiousness by a natural storyteller.” —Seamus Heaney, winner of the Nobel Prize
Selected by The New York Times Book Review as a Notable Book of the Year A revelatory
tale of science, adventure, and modern myth. When the writer Donovan Hohn heard of the
mysterious loss of thousands of bath toys at sea, he figured he would interview a few
oceanographers, talk to a few beachcombers, and read up on Arctic science and geography.
But questions can be like ocean currents: wade in too far, and they carry you away. Hohn's
accidental odyssey pulls him into the secretive world of shipping conglomerates, the daring
work of Arctic researchers, the lunatic risks of maverick sailors, and the shadowy world of
Chinese toy factories. Moby-Duck is a journey into the heart of the sea and an adventure
through science, myth, the global economy, and some of the worst weather imaginable. With
each new discovery, Hohn learns of another loose thread, and with each successive chase, he
comes closer to understanding where his castaway quarry comes from and where it goes. In
the grand tradition of Tony Horwitz and David Quammen, Moby-Duck is a compulsively
readable narrative of whimsy and curiosity.
"Col. Tibbets was solely responsible for the organization, training, and command of the world's
first nuclear strike force. On the morning of August 6, 1945, Col. Tibbets flew the ENOLA GAY
into the future by dropping the world's first atomic bomb on Hiroshima. This is his
story!"--Cover.
Who wore the first pants? Who painted the first masterpiece? Who first rode the horse? Who
invented soap? This madcap adventure across ancient history uses everything from modern
genetics to archaeology to uncover the geniuses behind these and other world-changing
innovations. Who invented the wheel? Who told the first joke? Who drank the first beer? Who
was the murderer in the first murder mystery, who was the first surgeon, who sparked the first
fire--and most critically, who was the first to brave the slimy, pale oyster? In this book, writer
Cody Cassidy digs deep into the latest research to uncover the untold stories of some of these
incredible innovators (or participants in lucky accidents). With a sharp sense of humor and
boundless enthusiasm for the wonders of our ancient ancestors, Who Ate the First Oyster?
profiles the perpetrators of the greatest firsts and catastrophes of prehistory, using the lives of
individuals to provide a glimpse into ancient cultures, show how and why these critical
developments occurred, and educate us on a period of time that until recently we've known
almost nothing about.
Experience the tale of a hapless young artist, Yasmine the pick-up, and an extraordinary
journey across the world.

An inside look at the Marine Corps follows one year in the lives of a single platoon of
raw Marine recruits, from their arrival on Parris Island to their first full year as members
of the Corps.
Tegneserie.
A world list of books in the English language.
Describes the history of the New York City saloon, from its founding in 1884 to the
present day.
Hailed as "masterly" (Wall Street Journal) and a "monumental achievement" (Douglas
Brinkley), this book tells the riveting, true story of the group of elite US and Canadian
soldiers who sacrificed everything to accomplish a crucial but nearly impossible WWII
mission. In December of 1943, as Nazi forces sprawled around the world and the future
of civilization hung in the balance, a group of highly trained U.S. and Canadian soldiers
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from humble backgrounds was asked to do the impossible: capture a crucial Nazi
stronghold perched atop stunningly steep cliffs. The men were a rough-and-ready
group, assembled from towns nested in North America's most unforgiving terrain,
where many of them had struggled through the Great Depression relying on canny
survival skills and the fearlessness of youth. Brought together by the promise to take
part in the military's most elite missions, they formed a unique brotherhood tested first
by the crucible of state-of-the-art training—including skiing, rock climbing, and
parachuting—and then tragically by the vicious fighting they would face. The early battle
in the Italian theatre for the strategic fort cost the heroic U.S.-Canadian commando
unit—their first special forces unit ever assembled—enormous casualties. Yet the victory
put them in position to continue their drive into Italy, setting the stage for the Allies'
resurgence toward victory in WWII. The unit, with its vast range of capabilities and
mission-specific exercises, became a model for the "Green Berets" and other special
forces groups that would go on to accomplish America's most challenging undertakings
behind enemy lines. Knitting first-hand accounts seamlessly into the narrative-drawing
on interviews with surviving members and their families; the memoirs, letters, and
diaries of Forcemen; and declassified documents in the American, Canadian, British,
and German archives—The Force tells a story that is as deeply personal as it is
inspiring.
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